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Social media platforms have policies against harmful misinformation. Unfortunately, enforce-
ment is uneven, especially for non-English content. WiseDex harnesses the wisdom of crowds
and AI techniques to help flag more misinformative posts. The result is more comprehensive,
equitable, and consistent enforcement, significantly reducing the spread of misinformation.

The core innovation of the WiseDex project is to expand high-level, abstract policies about
categories of content which are hard to systematically detect into a large database of profiles of
particular claims. Each claim profile will include keywords, in multiple languages, making it
easy for platform trust and safety teams to search for matching posts and flag them for human
review. Claim profiles will also include instructive examples, again in multiple languages, that
help reviewers decide whether specific posts match or not.

A four-stage process leads to the addition of new claim profiles to the database. First, can-
didate content is collected from published fact-checks, reviewer escalations, and crowd workers
searching for suspicious content that does not match existing claim profiles. Next, crowd work-
ers, assisted by AI, articulate specific claims that cover some of the candidate content. Third, a
subject matter expert assembles a casebook containing arguments and evidence about whether a
claim violates relevant policy criteria and a jury deliberates about that evidence and makes final
judgments about the claim topic. The policy criteria are drawn from several platforms’ policies,
making it easy for each platform to determine whether posts matching a claim violate its policies.
Finally, more crowd workers, again assisted by AI, identify keyword search terms and assem-
ble both matching and non-matching posts with explanations to help reviewers make consistent
decisions.
Intellectual Merit Research challenges in organizing crowdsourcing workflows and in natural
language processing will be addressed as part of this project. We will conduct iterative design,
deployment, and evaluation of software to support the crowdsourcing tasks necessary to identify
and profile new claims. Natural language processing techniques will be developed to assist crowd
workers in interactive clustering to identify new claims, to extract search keywords, and to match
posts with claims.
Broader Impacts Widely circulating misinformation can lead people to make decisions that harm
their own or others’ health and safety, and erode trust in institutions. WiseDex will directly help
to reduce the circulation of misinformation, by providing software services that integrate with
platform trust and safety operations to surface content for human review and improve the speed
and consistency of that human review. We will also create benchmark datasets of public posts
from social media platforms, annotated with the claims that they contain. These datasets will
be useful for training and evaluation of detection systems and allow effectiveness comparisons
among services provided by different researchers and vendors. The benchmark datasets will also
enable public report cards that assess how well platforms enforce their misinformation policies
on public posts. Finally, we will develop an online course to help the public understand the work
of platform trust and safety teams and broaden participation in computing by helping people
prepare for jobs on those teams.



PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Note: this description is slightly edited from the version submitted.

1 Objectives and Significance of the Proposed Activity

As new communication platforms have opened up the means of publishing and reaching broad
audiences, new avenues have opened for misinformation to spread [42; 77]. There are concerns
that this may lead to individuals taking actions that harm themselves, such as taking risky treat-
ments for health conditions or losing money to financial scams [78; 17]. There are also concerns
that it may erode the public’s trust in decisions of governments and other institutions or even
erode confidence in the idea of truth itself [43], making it harder for societies to respond to public
problems such as pandemics. Four domains where misinformation seems to be causing harm are
health [49], elections [61], climate change [21], and inter-group conflicts [72].

There is widespread agreement that communication platforms should take action to identify
misinformation and then reduce its impact by marking articles and posts in some way, reducing
their distribution, or removing them entirely. For example, upcoming European Union regulations
are expected to build on the self-regulatory “Code of Practice on Disinformation” and the upcom-
ing Digital Services Act, with increased onus on large platforms to take action on reported content
and increased penalties for non-compliance [12]. In the United States, platform executives have
faced questioning from lawmakers about failures to act on foreign disinformation campaigns [31].

The platforms have responded by setting policies and enforcement actions [54; 73; 41]. Though
the policies vary and their details are often not made public, at a high level they generally prescribe
some kind of enforcement action against posts that are harmfully misleading. One common en-
forcement action is to alert users that a particular piece of content may contain misinformation,
through a label, color coding, or text. Twitter refers to this as warning [75]. Facebook refers to
it as an inform [50] action. Another possible action is to downrank a content item so that it ap-
pears later in search results or news feeds and thus fewer people encounter it. Many other such
strategies are also available in addition to filtering or removing the content [48].

Before they can enforce in any way, however, platforms have to detect the posts that violate
their policies, and they miss many of these posts. Enforcement outside of English is especially
poor [56; 61; 76]. For example, on one sample of misinformation content, Facebook failed to label
29% of English-language misinformation, 70% in Spanish and 68% in Italian [1].

To understand why, consider how platforms identify violative posts. First, through a combina-
tion of end-user flagging, a generic “misinformation model”, and searches for posts on particular
topics, they identify posts; some posts are handled automatically and some are queued for human
review [57; 53; 73]. Reviewers who have access to a detailed codebook then make judgments about
whether queued posts violate the platform’s policies.

Problems can occur in both steps. First, many violative posts are not detected. End-users may
be selective and strategic in what they flag [14]. Generic language models are not good enough at
identifying misinformation; if tuned for high recall (identifying a large fraction of violative posts),
they would return so many false positives as to overwhelm the capacity of the human reviewers,
and so they err on the side of missing violative posts instead. Specialized keyword searches can
be effective, but they only tend to be run for the few topics that a trust and safety team is currently
focused on, and rarely in languages other than English.

Second, it is difficult to get consistent judgments from human reviewers about whether posts
contain misinformation [22; 68; 70; 87]. Codebooks are large and are supplemented by special
advisories. Given a post, a reviewer may not recall specific guidance that can be found in the
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codebook or advisories. Sometimes there is no specific guidance that covers a post, and reviewers
have to make judgments with respect to higher level policies; this typically happens for newly
emerging claims that have not yet been fact-checked and for the long tail of persistent but some-
what infrequently shared claims.

The primary objective for WiseDex is to enable more comprehensive, multi-lingual, consistent
detection. Our approach expands on the specialized keyword search mechanism; we accumulate
a large database of specific claims that are searchable and recognizable to human reviewers. We
then support human reviewers by providing software that identifies candidate claims that the post
may contain. Enhanced detection will enable better enforcement against misinformation, at large
platforms like YouTube, TikTok, and Facebook, mid-sized platforms like LinkedIn and Pinterest,
and a host of more niche services. Platforms with smaller Trust and Safety teams may especially
benefit from the breadth of the WiseDex database.

A secondary objective is to create benchmark datasets of public posts from social media plat-
forms, annotated with the claims that they contain. These datasets will be useful for training and
evaluating enforcement systems. They will also be useful for creating public report cards that
assess how well platforms enforce misinformation policies on their public posts.

2 Convergence Research

The WiseDex team draws on expertise in natural language processing, machine learning, crowd-
sourcing, and political psychology. Our phase I team included academics and a commercial
startup company, TrustLab, which sells Trust & Safety services to social media platforms. For
phase II, we also welcome non-profit Meedan, which provides technology support services to
international fact-checking organizations. Meedan is the inaugural technology provider for third-
party fact-checking programs at WhatsApp and another major social media platform. Its fact-
checking software Check, is used by more than two dozen fact-checking organizations in India,
Brazil, Kenya, Indonesia, Mexico, Spain, Germany, Zambia, France, Columbia, and the United
States.

2.1 Claim Profiles for Searchable, Recognizable Claims

Though they vary in exactly how they state their misinformation policies, most social platforms
have a high-level policy that prescribes some enforcement action against posts that are harmfully
misleading [54; 73; 41]. Misleading means that the post would lead readers to believe one or more
false claims. Harmful means that belief in those false claims could lead to real-world harm for
the believer or for others. Some platforms add a third criterion about the stance of the post, for
example that it specifically asserts the claim or deliberately attempts to mislead rather than simply
having that effect, which distinguishes the concepts of misinformation and disinformation [80].
Interpreting these criteria can be challenging because it may not be obvious whether a particular
claim is false or how much harm it would cause if believed.

Our core innovation is to expand abstract misinformation policies into a large database of
searchable, recognizable claims. A claim is searchable if there are search queries that will return
the vast majority of the posts matching the claim (high recall), without returning too many non-
matching posts (moderate precision). Each WiseDex claim profile includes keyword expressions,
in multiple languages, which trust and safety teams can use as queries to flag posts for human re-
view. WiseDex will also develop a claim matcher API that will classify posts with higher precision
and recall than is possible with the queries, as described in Section 2.3.2. A claim is recognizable
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Figure 1: A sample claim profile

if human reviewers, given a post and the claim, can quickly assess whether the post contains the
claim and there is high consistency among the reviewers. Each WiseDex claim profile will include
instructional example posts that include explanations of why the posts do or do not contain the
claim, which will help to improve consistency of assessments among reviewers. Figure 1 illus-
trates the elements of an example claim profile, one that we will use as a running example.

The industry already relies on similar databases to aid in detection other kinds of harmful con-
tent. A database of perceptual hashes [86; 29] of images and videos produced by terrorist entities
is maintained by The Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT) [27] and the Internet
Watch Foundation maintains ones for child sexual abuse images and videos [35]. Platforms can
check whether images and videos posted to their platforms match any in the databases by com-
paring hashes. By analogy, a WiseDex misinformation claim profile functions like an image hash
in those systems. However, identifying matching posts is more challenging in the misinformation
space. Thus, WiseDex has developed a process for formulating claims that are searchable and
recognizable.

2.2 Policy Trees

Platform policy teams have already taken the first steps toward expanding the abstract criteria into
guidelines that specify what we will refer to as a policy tree. Each child node specifies a subtopic of
the parent node. For example under the parent topic of harmful COVID misinformation, Twitter’s
published guideline identifies subtopics including, “deliberate conspiracy by malicious and/or
powerful forces” and “misrepresent the protective effect of vaccines” [74]. When a subtopic is so
specific that it is defined by a single claim, such as vaccines suppressing immune response, we
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will refer to it as a claim topic, or just a claim for short. Platform guidelines sometimes include
specific claims as illustrative examples of a category, but we have not seen any that attempt to
enumerate a large database of claim topics as an aid to detection.

Part of the art of defining policy trees, as practiced by product policy-makers at the social me-
dia platforms, is to subdivide branches until they reach sub-topics that exhibit policy homogeneity,
meaning that all posts matching that sub-topic are similarly misleading and cause similar levels of
harm. For example, Twitter specifies an enforcement action of removal for the branch, “deliberate
conspiracy by malicious and/or powerful forces” but a milder action of information labels for the
branch, “misrepresent the protective effect of vaccines”. Sometimes, homogeneity can be achieved
except for an identified sub-subtopic. In that case, a carveout branch can override the enforcement
action of the parent branch.

To complicate matters, platforms have different policy trees. To be most useful to a platform’s
trust and safety team, each WiseDex claim profile should exhibit homogeneity for that platform’s
policies. Our approach is to define a WiseDex unified policy tree based on the union of many
platforms’ policy trees. Our processes will then define branches that have policy homogeneity
with respect to all the policies, but not necessarily lead to the same enforcement action for all
platforms. A WiseDex policy tree node might be violative for one platform but not for another,
but will not be heterogeneous for any platform.

We will convene working groups to define unified policy trees in four areas: health, election
information, climate change, and intergroup conflict. Each working group will have 8–10 people,
including representatives from policy teams of platforms and outside experts from academia and
civil society. A working group will assemble criteria articulated in published guidelines from plat-
forms, from the Facebook Oversight Board [19] and from other published works of academics and
advocacy groups. In addition, platforms will be invited to offer their more detailed private guide-
lines for consideration, under a non-disclosure agreement. The working group will not judge
which criteria should be used to determine policy violations; all available criteria will be included.
We will provide a tool that makes it easy for each platform to mark any criteria or topical subdi-
visions that are irrelevant to its policies, thus leading to a reduced tree. The platform can then
associate enforcement actions with branches of the reduced tree.

When setting enforcement policies, platforms need to account for not only the harms caused by
misinformation that their platform helps to amplify, but also the costs in terms of user trust in the
platform that may occur from over-enforcement. People of different races, genders, and political
orientations experience disproportionate enforcement [32] and frustration with the platforms is
especially high among those who do. An ideal system would enforce on every post that violates a
platform’s policy and no others, but some enforcement errors will be inevitable.

To gain insights into the public’s tolerance for over-enforcement versus under-enforcement,
we will conduct survey experiments that present scenarios about, hypothetical content enforce-
ment systems and ask respondents whether they would want those systems turned on or off. The
hypothetical scenarios will vary on two dimensions of interest: (1) the specific topic of the con-
tent and (2) the proportion of true and false positives and true and false negatives that would
occur if the enforcement system were used. This will yield insight into the public’s tolerance
for over-enforcement versus under-enforcement, and examine whether such preferences change
depending on content type. We will contract with YouGov to collect data from a representative
sample of U.S. residents to ensure the external validity of our findings.
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2.3 Using the Claim Profiles

Before describing the processes by which WiseDex will accumulate a database of claim profiles, we
first describe services that make use of those claim profiles. To help social media platforms enforce
their policies more comprehensively, we will develop claim matching software and a reviewer
assistant tool. Commercial partner TrustLab will develop and sell commercial versions of these
services and research prototypes will be made available for low-volume, non-commercial use.
We will also simulate the operation of a trust & safety team on a pool of content from platforms
that have primarily public posts, such as reddit, Twitter, and YouTube. This will produce public
datasets that can be used as benchmarks for evaluating vendors’ misinformation monitoring tools
and for producing public report cards about the frequency of enforcement actions. The datasets
will respect the platforms’ policies, in particular by linking to content on the sites rather than
copying it.

2.3.1 Surfacing Content: Search Terms

In our stakeholder interviews, we heard that trust and safety teams have limited resources at their
disposal for development of custom software or machine learning models, despite sitting inside
huge technology companies. That was also the experience of senior personnel Loney when he led
trust and safety teams. They do, however, usually have access to a search tool, using keyword
or regular expression queries. When a misinformation topic is of special concern, they use that
tool to conduct searches, with the results being queued for human review. The WiseDex database
makes it easy to scale up that process to more topics and more languages, using the search terms
that are included in claim profiles.

We will create a machine-readable format in which to publish the claim profiles. Based on re-
viewer labeling done at the time of profile creation (see Section 2.4.5), each search term in the pro-
file will have an associated precision estimate, the fraction of returned posts from public platforms
that match the claim topic. We will regularly run each of the queries on a random sample of posts
from public platforms to estimate the current prevalence of the claim topic. The machine read-
able profiles with their embedded estimates will make it easy for platforms to create automated
pipelines to run all of the queries that meet thresholds they set for precision and prevalence.

2.3.2 Surfacing Content: Claim-matcher API

Some platforms may opt for greater integration, where they call on a low-latency, high-throughout
claim-matcher Application Programming Interface (API) to process some or all of their posts. The
input is post text, and the output of this API is the set of claims that are best matches to the post,
if any, with confidence scores. The claim-matcher API will offer some advantages over surfacing
content through keyword search. One is that the API can use more sophisticated natural language
processing techniques than keyword or regular expression search, and thus achieve higher pre-
cision and recall. Another is efficiency: each post is only processed once, rather than potentially
being considered separately in many keyword searches.

TrustLab already offers a version of this API, but it currently matches posts to published fact-
checks rather than to WiseDex claim profiles. While some WiseDex claim profiles will be based
on published fact-checks, some claim topics may not map cleanly to fact-checks, some claims may
be profiled earlier than published fact-checks appear, and WiseDex will map claims to platform
policy criteria. Thus, having an API that matches posts to WiseDex claim profiles, in addition to
published fact-checks, will be valuable.
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Recent advances in Natural Language Processing (NLP) research will drive the development
of the claim-matching software, including transformer-based architectures [15; 13] and embedding
similarity search models [69; 38]. Commercial partner TrustLab will develop a commercial version,
focusing on the challenges of achieving low latency and high throughput that are required by
social media platforms to handle their post volume.

2.3.3 Reviewer Assistant Tools

WiseDex will contribute to the speed and consistency of human reviewer decisions. Recognition
tasks (“is this an X?”) are easier for people than recall tasks (“what is this?”) [33]. Existing tools
require human recall; a reviewer must remember or search for particular policy guidance that
applies to the post at hand. Specialization by geography and topic makes this easier, by restricting
the set of policy rules that may be relevant for a particular reviewer on a given day, but does not
eliminate the problem.

The WiseDex approach is to provide a reviewer assistant tool that turns the recall problem for
reviewers into a recognition problem, by automatically searching for the claim profiles that are
potential matches to the current post. The reviewer then only needs to decide whether any of
the potential matches are correct. Moreover, if the reviewer is unsure, documentation about the
claim topic has already been retrieved and is available for viewing. This documentation includes
explained examples that have been selected to help illuminate the decision boundary, as described
in Section 2.4.5. The net result is that reviewers should be able to decide more quickly, and raters
will be more likely to agree with each other.

Our Phase I interviews revealed that each platform has its own tool, typically web-based, for
presenting content to reviewers and eliciting their judgments. They often hire vendors such as
Accenture, Concentrix, and Vaco to recruit and supervise the reviewers, but the vendors usually
do not provide the reviewing software.

When we presented mockups to both platform trust and safety teams and external reviewer
vendors, some expressed great interest. Six potential customers, including two very large plat-
forms and a vendor that manages contract reviewers, indicated interest in trialing the WiseDex
reviewer tool in a production environment. For the external vendors, they thought that it could
help them improve speed and inter-rater reliability, metrics on which they are judged by the plat-
forms that contract with them.

They raised a concern, however, that it would require a large up-front commitment to modify
the platform’s reviewer tool. Thus, we will create a stand-alone version of a reviewer assistant
tool. A reviewer opens it in a separate tab or window. The reviewer pastes in some text, is shown
potential matching claims, and can explore the instructive examples and other material in the
claim profile. The reviewer then returns to the main reviewing interface to enter a judgment.

We will also offer several levels of optional integration for the assistant tool. One is to embed
it in a browser plug-in. With the tool loaded, a reviewer is automatically presented with a visual
indicator highlighting likely misinformation content directly in their review queue (similar to how
3rd party plugins like ”Grammerly” highlight lexical errors in text across platforms). A higher-
level of integration would come in the form of a platform-specific browser plug-in that would
further improve reviewer efficiency. Based on parsing the HTML in that platform’s reviewer tool,
it will pre-load the assistant’s content for each post and automatically fill in judgments when the
reviewer selected a matching claim in the assistant tool. The highest level of integration would
come from the platform incorporating the assistant features directly into their tool, calling APIs
that we provide.
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2.3.4 Benchmark Datasets

We will create monthly benchmark datasets, each containing a sample of public social media posts,
labeled with any WiseDex claim profiles that they match. The posts will come from platforms that
have primarily public posts, such as reddit, Twitter, and YouTube; we will oversample for content
likely to be related to our primary domains of health, elections, climate change, and intergroup
conflict. These datasets will be useful for training and evaluation of our claim-matcher API as well
as models produced by others.

To label the posts, we will simulate the review process of a trust and safety team. That is, we
will create our own reviewer tool, with the reviewer assistant built in. We will invite bids from the
same kind of external vendors that the platforms use, such as Accenture, Concentrix, and Vaco,
and contract with them to set up reviewer queues.

In addition to generating benchmark datasets, this process will feed information into the claim
profile creation process described in Section 2.4. If reviewers disagree about whether a post
matches a particular claim profile, it can trigger additional work on defining the claim topic (2.4.3)
or the instructive boundary examples (2.4.5). If a reviewer thinks the post matches a claim profile
but not the policy assessment associated with it, this can initiate review of whether the claim topic
needs to be split in order to maintain policy homogeneity (2.4.3). Finally, if the reviewer thinks the
post does not match any claim profile, but may be considered harmful misinformation by some
people, they can flag it for escalation, contributing to the pool of new candidate content (2.4.2).

2.3.5 Enforcement Report Cards

We will also create public report cards about the misinformation enforcement of platforms that
have public, searchable posts. We will track whether and when a platform begins enforcement
against each of post in a benchmark dataset. To do that, the posts in the benchmark dataset will
be selected through the platform’s streaming API, so that they are selected soon after they are first
posted. We will then re-fetch them periodically and check for removal or inclusion of warning
labels. A report card, then, can include metrics such as the fraction of posts that should have
received warning labels, according to the platform’s policy, that had them within one hour, one
day, or three days, the fraction of posts that should have been removed that were and, for those
that were removed, the median time from posting to removal. We will provide these metrics per
language, and these metrics can provide concrete evidence for advocacy groups and policy makers
that have raised concerns about disparate enforcement in different languages, and clear evidence
of improvement that should be celebrated when that occurs.

Unfortunately, it will not be possible to create report cards based on external audits of plat-
forms whose posts are not public. However, there is growing pressure for platforms to provide
transparency. We hope that our report cards will serve as a model for information that trans-
parency reports should include. We will also offer to work with any platform with non-public
content under an NDA to produce public report cards while keeping the content private.

2.4 Articulating and Profiling Claims

In order to scale up the generation of claim profiles to thousands of claims, our process requires
careful integration of large groups of people as well as machines, producing a collective intelli-
gence beyond the capabilities of any one individual [51]. The challenge in the design of crowd-
sourced workflows is to decompose a complex task into a set of component tasks, provide software
supporting each task that enhances worker capabilities, and provide software that coordinates the
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Figure 2: Articulating and Profiling Claims

workflow, assigning tasks to appropriate people and aggregating their outputs [46]. Some com-
mon patterns have emerged such as find-fix-verify, in which one group of workers finds prob-
lems that need to be fixed, another group proposes solutions, and a third group filters invalid
solutions [4]. These and other patterns have been applied to increasingly complex tasks [40], re-
sulting in increased efficiency [8] and consistency [7]. Other work has explored workflows that
incorporate differences in skills and perspectives from the crowd, including expert crowdsourcing
systems [65; 39] and systems that account for diverging laypeople assessments [37; 28; 7]. Recent
work has examined the respective strengths of experts and laypeople in content moderation and
misinformation identification [5; 59], suggesting the promise of hybrid approaches. Through our
design of structured crowdsourced workflows, we will efficiently coordinate both experts and
laypeople towards the novel task of articulating and profiling claims.

We have designed a four-stage process, as illustrated in Figure 2. In the first stage, candidate
content is collected from published fact-checks (1A, Section 2.4.1), and from several sources of
posts (1B, Section 2.4.2). In Stage 2 (Section 2.4.3), workers articulate specific claims that cover
some of the candidate content. In Stage 3 (Section 2.4.4) and 4 (Section 2.4.5) an expert, a lay jury,
and crowd workers fill in elements of the claim profile. For most tasks, the workflow includes
a review step where a second worker provides feedback or signs off on the first worker’s result.
Workers completing tasks in all four stages will be supported by Natural Language Processing
capabilities that extract keywords from a text corpus and that cluster similar documents. In Stage
4, Machine Learning techniques will be used to select queries to explore, select posts to be assigned
to human reviewers, and select posts to use for training human reviewers.

2.4.1 Stage 1A: New Fact Checks

One source of new candidate content is fact-checks and other published reports from external or-
ganizations. These are especially useful because they tend to be created for claims that are circulat-
ing on social media and they provide much or all of the information needed for the casebook that
an expert assembles in Stage 3. Meedan will continue to expand its Fetch software that aggregates
fact-checks from over 40 sources including other publicly accessible (but incomplete) aggregators
and websites of fact-checking organizations. The service cleans the text, identifies data errors, and
exposes the fact-checks in the ClaimReview structured format defined at Schema.org [10; 11]. We
will also process a feed of misinformation reports related to U.S. elections provided by the Election
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Integrity Partnership (eip.net).
When a new fact-check appears, a worker will check whether it matches with an existing claim

profile in the database. If so, it will be added to the claim profile and, if needed, that claim profile
will be referred for reconsideration of the judgment process of Section 2.4.4 and/or the keywords
and examples accumulation of Section 2.4.5. New fact-checks that do not match existing claim
profiles will be marked as candidate content for consideration in later stages.

2.4.2 Stage 1B: User Flags, Escalations and Searches

A second kind of candidate content is posts that people have flagged for consideration. There
may not (yet) be a published fact-check covering the specific claims in such posts. Such posts may
still be useful fodder for identifying patterns in stage 2, where claims are articulated. We envision
three sources of such posts. The first is escalations from reviewers employed to label content for
our benchmark data sets, as described in Section 2.3.3.

The second is direct submissions by users. Meedan currently operates tiplines on behalf of
two dozen fact-checking organizations around the globe, where end-users can suggest content for
the fact-checking organizations to consider. The software checks incoming tips against existing
fact-checks to help the organization prioritize whether to respond. Meedan will build the ability
to allow the fact-checking organizations to optionally choose to share data with WiseDex.

The third is posts found through a search task that we pay crowd workers to perform. A
worker is asked to provide a search query where at least two of the first ten returned posts are
worthy of coverage by a new claim profile. To be worthy, a post must not match any existing claim
profile and the worker must think that some people might consider it to contain harmful misin-
formation. Workers may get inspiration for their queries from as-yet-unprocessed fact checks and
posts and from exploration of the existing policy tree. We will provide a custom search tool that
searches across public tweets on Twitter and public videos on YouTube; when the worker tries a
query, results that match existing claim profiles are marked as such, with the keywords that match
those claim profiles highlighted.

We also enhance the worker’s natural capabilities by providing a tool that suggests possible
keywords to use as queries, drawing on a keyword extraction tool that we will develop. We will
leverage unsupervised algorithms that combine statistical properties of entities and their relation-
ships. Building upon our previous work on graph-based keyword extraction [55], and the more
recent unsupervised algorithm based on local statistics features [6], we will develop a pipeline
consisting of three main steps: (1) candidate keyword extraction, where the claim will be pre-
processed and individual words and phrases will be extracted as candidates; (2) candidate scor-
ing, where a score will be calculated for each candidate, combining statistical features [6], graph
scoring [55], and positional features [23]; and (3) candidate ranking, where keywords will be se-
lected based on their score.

2.4.3 Stage 2: Formulating Claims

Skilled workers will perform the task of proposing a refinement of the existing policy tree that
would cover one or more of the fact checks and posts from stage 1. For example, we can imagine
a worker noticing some posts in the candidate pool related to negative efficacy of the vaccine, and
also noticing the Reuters fact-check. The worker might then have been inspired to articulate the
false claim in Figure 1, that COVID vaccines suppress people’s immune response.

This will be a challenging task requiring sophistication about misinformation policies, logical
thinking skills, and a good understanding of the entire WiseDex claim profiling process. We ex-
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pect workers to graduate to this task after demonstrating skill at the search task described in the
previous section and the reviewing task of recognizing whether posts match existing claims.

A software tool to support workers in completing this task will include several components:

• A policy tree exploration tool to help identify the closest parent and turn it into a checklist
of policy criteria.

• An interactive clustering system, built by our NLP team on top of Meedan’s Alegre simi-
larity matching system [52]. The similarity matching will leverage the recent context-aware
neural models for text representations [16; 47], which we will fine-tune to the specifics of our
domain. Moreover, through interaction, the clustering algorithm will move away from the
generic one-size-fits-all methods and seamlessly integrate worker feedback [85]. This sys-
tem will suggest groupings of candidate content that has been collected through the Stage
1 activities, as well as content that the worker has surfaced through queries. The worker
can then adjust the groupings. The keyword extraction tool described in the previous sec-
tion will be used to suggest keyword labels for organizing the groups. The system will also
include a component that allows for precedent exploration in order to examine the neigh-
borhood of past decisions on posts that share properties with a group of posts. By selecting
and comparing against existing decisions, workers will construct a structured explanation
for establishing a new claim, as well as what existing claims are most similar.

• A version of the query tool from previous section. This will help the worker to check how
widely a claim is circulating on social media platforms.

• Nudges to search for counter-example posts that would render a proposed claim topic het-
erogeneous with respect to the policy criteria; only after failing to find such counter-examples
should the worker deem the claim topic ready for consideration in Stage 3.

2.4.4 Stage 3: Expert Casebooks and Lay Panel Assessments

Given a proposed claim generated in stage 2, the task in the third stage is to assess it with respect
to corresponding policy criteria. The harm that would be caused by exposure to the information
is always one of the criteria, but more specific criteria may also be defined in the policy tree.

For this process, a domain expert first formulates arguments for or against the claim topic
meeting the associated policy criteria and the evidence supporting the arguments. For example,
for the criterion of whether claiming that vaccines suppress immune response is misleading, Fig-
ure 1 shows two arguments that an epidemiologist surfaced during a pilot test of this task: that
vaccines don’t suppress the immune system like chemotherapy does; and that immune response
has been shown to improve rather decline for at least several months after the vaccine. In assem-
bling evidence, experts are asked to follow the Wikipedia principle of “no original research” [84],
meaning that they link to trustworthy sources, including fact-checks, but do not interview people
or write their own reports. For example, in the pilot test, the epidemiologist provided a link to a
Reuters fact-check page for the first argument and a CDC page for the second. The arguments and
evidence constitute a casebook.

The casebook is sent to a layperson jury that will deliberate and make judgments about each
of the criteria. We design our layperson jury process to include features that improve perceived
public legitimacy and consistency according to prior literature, including incorporating delibera-
tion [34; 20], expert-assembled evidence [59], and prior examples [7]. In addition, we select jury
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participants to be representative of important viewpoints. For instance, for topics that are polit-
ically polarized in the United States, that would include both Republicans and Democrats; for
other topics and in other countries, other representation constraints may apply.

Prior to consideration of the casebook, the jurors individually report a gut-level plausibility
assessment, the probability that the claim is true or false. Platforms may not be so concerned
about claims that would be harmful or problematic if believed, but are totally implausible (e.g.,
the President is actually a robot controlled by Martians); whereas claims that are misleading but
more plausible may be a larger concern.

The jury then deliberates about the arguments and evidence and renders final judgments about
each of the criteria. Most judgments are binary yes–no. For the general criterion of “harm if posts
related to the claim are widely distributed”, the jury renders a judgment as an interval on a 1–100
scale. For that, they will use the Goldilocks system [7], comparing the claim to other claims in
order to define a lower and upper bound on its harm score.

During this stage, if a proposed claim is found to not exhibit all the features needed for a
claim profile, it is returned to an earlier stage for further refinement. For example, if the expert or
the jury finds that the claim is heterogeneous (a policy criterion applies to some but not all posts
promoting the claim), then the claim is sent back to stage 2 to be further refined, along with the
problematic examples. Similarly, if the jury finds that the casebook is incomplete or biased, they
can send it back to the content experts for amendment.

The public nature of the WiseDex casebooks will enable an appeals process that leads to con-
tinuous improvement, as well as public legitimacy of the assessments in the claim profiles. An
apellant will be asked to select among possible reasons for the appeal: arguments and evidence
that should have been included in the casebook but were omitted; newly emerging evidence that
contradicts evidence in the casebook; examples of posts that match the claim but do not violate the
policy criteria under which the claim was judged. The appellant will also be expected to provide
links to evidence or example posts to support their appeal. A small panel will assess whether the
appeal is frivolous; if it is not, an expert will consider amending the casebook and a new jury will
be convened to reassess the claim.

2.4.5 Stage 4: Search Terms, Labeled Examples, and Explained Examples

Given a claim that exhibits policy homogeneity, the goal in this stage is to make the claim search-
able and recognizable. Successful completion of this stage will result in the addition of the follow-
ing elements to the claim profile:

• Search Terms A set of keywords and regular expressions, in multiple languages, that each
has a precision of at least 10% when run as search queries on publicly queryable platforms,
meaning that at least 10% of returned posts would be judged by human reviewers as match-
ing the claim topic.

• Explained Examples A small set of “instructive boundary posts,” in multiple languages,
that include explanations generated by juries about why those posts do or not qualify as
matching the claim topic. Human reviewers, after completing a training program involving
the instructive boundary posts, should have high inter-rater reliability at classifying posts as
matching or not matching the claim topic.

• “Labeled Posts,” A larger set of posts, in multiple languages, with correct labels but without
explanations, suitable for training an automated classifier.
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To select search terms, we will build upon our prior work for model-in-the-loop re-ranking
[45; 44]. From the topic description and initial samples in each language, we will generate queries
appropriate to the tools used by reviewers, using a hybrid approach that combines keyword ex-
traction and generation. The keyword extraction tool described in Section 2.4.2 will generate an
initial set of candidate queries. Queries will be generated by training a new T5 model [64] on the
data from Section 2.4.2 to generate queries from the claim document, an approach that has seen
high performance in recent benchmarks for its ability to generalize [e.g., 90; 36]; because the model
is trained directly from how real reviewers search, these generated queries may take on complex
forms such as regular expressions or using Boolean search operators (e.g., conjunction).

The candidate queries with high precision are retained. To estimate precision, queries are run
and passed through a claim-specific classifier. The classifier is trained on posts that human raters
have labeled, using the same reviewer pool used for creating benchmark datasets as described
in 2.3.4. Posts are selected for review base on classifier uncertainty, a technique known as active
learning [67; 18]. As more matching posts are accumulated, the keyword extraction/generation
processes are rerun, possibly generating additional candidate queries to evaluate. This process
yields not only a set of queries to run but also a set of positive and negative examples and a
classifier trained on those examples; these are all included in the claim profile.

In order to achieve rater consistency, human reviewers may need to see some instructive exam-
ples with explanations. We will select the examples through a semi-automated process we have
developed recently called Active Crowd Training, inspired by the technique of active learning for
AI models, but in this case selecting based on human disagreement rather than the uncertainty of
automated classifiers. It proceeds in multiple rounds. In each round, several reviewers are trained
using the instructive examples selected from previous rounds; then they label new posts. The post
on which the reviewers disagree most is added as an extra instructive example in the next round.
Each new example is sent to a jury of raters, who make a decision about whether the example
should be treated as a match to the claim topic or not, and write an explanation for why or why
not. Through this process, we aim to develop contrasting example pairs with high agreement
but where the examples have high textual similarity with each other (or with the misinformation
claim) but only one is an example of the claim. These pairs will help serve as explained exam-
ples of what is or is-not a part of the claim and can also help better refine policy; such contrastive
examples pairs are also extremely useful for training machine learning models [79; 58].

2.4.6 Evaluation

We will conduct an iterative process of evaluation and improvement of all the elements of the four-
stage intake of new claim profiles. For the software supporting worker tasks such as searching for
novel posts, formulating claim topics, and creating casebooks, we will evaluate the usability of
the tools through feedback from workers and the utility of the tools by the frequency with which
work outputs from one stage are returned for rework by workers at a later stage. The keywords
produced for the claim profiles will be evaluated based on the precision of their novel results,
meaning the fraction of results matching the associated claim topic, among all results that are not
returned by other queries. The quality of the topic descriptions and instructive examples will be
jointly evaluated by measuring the inter-rater reliability of reviewers who label posts as either
matching the claim topic or not.

We will also conduct an experiment to check whether the plausibility ratings elicited in Stage 3
are predictive of effectiveness of accuracy nudges. We expect accuracy nudges to be more effective
for claims that are less plausible [63] so this will serve as a check on the reliability of the plausibility
ratings. We will recruit participants from Lucid (a service for recruiting online survey participants)
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and show them each claim (e.g., in the form of a Facebook post), and ask them how likely they
would be to share the claim if they saw it online. Half the participants will receive an accuracy
prompt at the outset of the study that makes the concept of accuracy top of mind for them (e.g.,
having them judging the accuracy of a random banal claim). We will then compare the average
sharing intention for each headline in the control (no accuracy prompt) versus treatment (accuracy
prompt) conditions, and correlate this difference with the jury plausibility ratings.

In addition to iterative evaluation and improvement of particular components, we will collect
two measures of the effectiveness of the overall intake pipeline. The first is whether difficulty of
the search task for novel posts increases as the claims database grows. Early on, searchers will
find low-hanging fruit of common claims, guided by existing fact checks that have not yet been
profiled. Even though searcher skill may improve with practice, as the database grows it should
take longer to find novel posts and these should increasingly reflect newly emerging claims that
were not widely shared previously.

The second indicator of overall effectiveness is how long it takes to create claim profiles for
fresh claims. One of the challenges platforms have is that it can take weeks to mobilize enforce-
ment against a fresh claim, by which time quite a bit of harm has already occurred. We will
measure time to completion as the elapsed time from earliest identification of matching content
through Stage 1A or 1B and the end of the Stage 4 claim profiling process. We will also estimate
the total number of matching public posts on social media sites prior to completion of the claim
profile; this number should be minimized if we are effective at focusing attention first on claims
with higher prevalence.

3 Partnerships and Roles

Key team members and their project roles are described in Table 1.
We will establish partnerships with some of the fact-checking organizations that use Meedan’s

software to run tiplines. We have also established a partnership with the Election Integrity Part-
nership, which will provide a data stream of misleading content related to the 2022 U.S. election
that will serve as one source of claims to profile, as described in Section 2.4; Kate Starbird has
provided a letter of collaboration.

We ran an advisory board in Phase I and we expect many of the participants to return. Mem-
bers act in an advisory capacity and do not have responsibility for carrying out any of the work
activities described for the projects. Phase I advisors included (affiliations listed for identifica-
tion purposes only; participation did not signify institutional endorsement from their employers):
Michael Bernstein (Stanford), Mary Beth Hunzaker (Twitter), Jakub Kocinski (TikTok then Meta),
Justin Kosslyn (Google), Rachel Larimore (The Dispatch), Lydia Laurenson (The New Modality),
Carmen Scurato (Free Press), and Jeffrey Sorensen (Google Jigsaw). Jonathan Zittrain from Har-
vard has provided a letter of collaboration indicating that he will join the advisory board for Phase
II.

4 Coordination Plan

The project team will work together through a Slack workspace, Zoom, and email. Project man-
ager James Park will be responsible for personnel and procurement issues, and for tracking progress
toward all deliverables.

Four teams have responsibility for specific components, and each sits solely within a single
organization: NLP at the University of Michigan, crowd-sourcing at the University of Washington;
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Name Organization Role Responsibility

Paul
Resnick

Michigan PI Overall leadership

Adam
Berinsky

MIT Co-PI Survey on public preferences for error tradeoffs
of policy enforcement (Section 2.2)

James Park Michigan Other
personnel

Project Manager

Benji Loney Trust Lab Senior
Personnel

Product management and customer discovery

Amy Zhang Washington Senior
personnel

Crowdsourced Workflows
(Sections 2.3.4, 2.4.2, 2.4.3, 2.4.4, and 2.4.5)

Rada
Mihalcea

Michigan Senior
personnel

Natural Language Processing
(Sections 2.3.2, 2.4.2, 2.4.3, and 2.4.5)

Veronica
Perez-Rosas

Michigan Senior
personnel

Natural Language Processing
(Sections 2.3.2, 2.4.2, 2.4.3, and 2.4.5)

David
Jurgens

Michigan Senior
personnel

Natural Language Processing
(Sections 2.3.2, 2.4.2, 2.4.3, and 2.4.5)

Scott
Hale

Meedan Senior
personnel

Intake of of fact-checks and user flags from ex-
ternal sources (Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2) and su-
pervising software development for research
prototypes across the project

David
Rand

MIT Senior
personnel

Evaluation of credibility scores by correlation
with effectiveness of accuracy nudges (Sec-
tion 2.4.4)

Table 1: Roles and Responsibilities

surveys at MIT; external intake of fact-checks and opt-in users flags at Meedan. PI Resnick will
continue the practice of joining weekly team meetings for the components via Zoom.

Benji Loney will hire and supervise a product manager at TrustLab who will coordinate soft-
ware development work across all the teams. The product manager will conduct customer in-
terviews and develop a product roadmap. The product manager will also be responsible for soft-
ware project management, following an Agile/scrum methodology. This includes writing product
specifications in the form of story cards with acceptance criteria, prioritizing work for sprints and
conducting sprint post-mortems. The software developers will be hired by Meedan and Michigan;
both organizations have experience with geographically distributed teams for software develop-
ment.

The full project team will have an annual retreat at the University of Michigan, for which sub-
contractors have budgeted travel. There will also be a weekly check-in meeting for all the leads of
component activities.

The advisory board will have one-hour remote meetings monthly. They will also be invited to
travel to the University of Michigan for an annual one-day in-person meeting, in conjunction with
the full project team retreats.
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5 Phase I Portfolio

The Phase I NSF curriculum and weekly convenings had three important impacts on the project.
The first was the stakeholder interview process, which led to a fairly major pivot in project direc-
tion, as described below. The second was the communication tasks and exercises. Our stakeholder
interviews steeped us in jargon familiar to people working in trust and safety roles at platforms.
However, in feedback about an oral pitch and about a draft of our written project overview for
the expo, it became clear that we needed to speak more plainly to be understood by a broader au-
dience. Boiling down our post-pivot ideas to a three-minute video led to increased clarity within
the project team as well as providing a quick way to introduce potential new partners to our plan.
The third was that the weekly meetings connected us to many others doing complementary work
in this space, notably Scott Hale from Meedan who has joined our team for phase II. Below we
describe five project activities during Phase I, and their results.

Legitimacy Surveys Across two online studies (Ns = 676 and 660; quota matched to national
distribution on age, gender, ethnicity, and geographic region), we presented participants with a
series of possible ‘juries’ of decision-makers tasked with evaluating whether some piece of online
content should be labeled as harmfully misleading on a social media platform. Each jury varied on
three key dimensions: (i) who is evaluating the online content (e.g., laypeople juries such as ran-
dom people online or nationally representative; expert juries such as professional fact-checkers or
domain experts), (ii) the qualifications of jury members (e.g., no qualifications or minimum news
knowledge or domain knowledge for laypeople), and (iii) whether or not juries were allowed to
discuss content with each other during the evaluation process. For each jury, participants an-
swered a series of questions about how legitimate they perceived the jury to be. Participants also
were asked to choose which of a pair of juries they preferred to make decisions for several pairs of
juries presented, via a choice-based conjoint format [2]. As expected, clearly inappropriate juries
(e.g., coin flip, roll of the dice) were evaluated as less legitimate than other juries. Next, despite
evidence of recent heightened distrust of experts in the U.S., layperson juries (without minimum
qualifications or discussion) were perceived as less legitimate than expert juries (also without dis-
cussion). However, adding minimum qualifications (news or domain knowledge) and the oppor-
tunity to discuss allowed lay juries to match the legitimacy of expert juries (without deliberation).
Republicans and Democrats largely followed the same pattern of preferences, although Republi-
cans reported systematically lower trust in all juries. One difference was that Republicans showed
a clear preference for juries that included both Democrats and Republicans, whereas Democrats
found such juries to be no better than randomly selected juries. These findings have informed the
two-stage design of our claim profile assessment process (Section 2.4.4); experts prepare casebooks
to ensure that jurors are well informed, but final judgments are made by juries that can be selected
to be more representative of the population.

Stakeholder Interviews We conducted stakeholder interviews with four journalist/fact-checkers,
one leader of an industry consortium, one leader of an advocacy group, two academics, and eleven
people associated with technology platforms. While many were intrigued with our original focus
on golden sets, judged by representative juries, as a way for platforms to claim legitimacy for their
misinformation enforcement activities, it became clear that public legitimacy of their decisions was
not their highest priority. Both insiders and outsiders agreed that handling emerging, fresh mis-
information, and improving enforcement coverage, especially for non-English posts, were more
critical needs. Thus, we pivoted. Multiple interviewees also pointed to a potential inspiration:
the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT) industry consortium’s database of per-
ceptual hashes of images and videos produced by terrorist entities [27]. WiseDex claim profiles
are the analog of GIFCT image hashes, although much more is required to make WiseDex claims
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be automatically searchable and recognizable to human reviewers. When we speak to industry
insiders, we now refer to WiseDex informally as “GIFCT for misinfo.”

Feedback on Reviewer Assistant Mockups Feedback on the new approach has been very
positive. Six potential customers, including two very large platforms and a vendor that manages
contract reviewers, indicated interest in trialing the WiseDex reviewer tool in a production envi-
ronment. Several, however, specified that a key to their interest was the ability to try it without
requiring integration with existing reviewing software. This inspired our plan to offer a stan-
dalone version of the reviewer assistant first, with a browser plugin offering an intermediate level
of integration, as described in Section 2.3.3.

Pilot Test of Expert Casebook Assembly As a pilot test of the casebook assembly process de-
scribed in Section 2.4.4, we hired six epidemiologists on UpWork to assemble casebooks. They all
understood the task and were able to complete it in an average of 49 minutes each, and they gen-
erally rated each other’s casebooks favorably, with occasional suggestions for more arguments or
evidence to avoid an appearance of bias. One important design insight we gained was that case-
books will sometimes need to record arguments with links to the best available evidence but a
negative assessment of that evidence, rather than simply omitting arguments for which no trust-
worthy evidence was found.

Pilot Test of Keyword Extraction As a pilot test of crowd-generated search query generation,
we hired crowd workers on Prolific to find queries related to six claim topics, in ten languages
(English, Spanish, Arabic, Hindi, Tagalog, and others). They were able to generate new claim-
specific queries in all languages, including the keywords shown in Figure 1. A separate group of
annotators found that 15–60% of tweets retrieved by some of these queries were directly related
to the claims, demonstrating that crowd workers can suggest good query terms and underscoring
the global, multilingual nature of identifying misinformation.

6 Timeline of Milestones and Deliverables

Figure 3 shows a roadmap of the project milestones with the target completion times. Numbers in
italics refer to proposal section numbers where corresponding activities are described.

All of the software deliverables will be generated during the two years of Phase II. We expect
to populate the claim profiles database with at least 400 claims, each in English and Spanish,
by the end of the first year, with an additional 1000 in the second year. In subsequent years,
only software maintenance, not major development, will be required. In years 3–5, WiseDex will
expand the number of claims in the database, and expand to additional languages beyond English
and Spanish.

7 Deliverables

The project deliverables are:

• Data Products The central deliverable is the database of claim profiles, as described in
Section 2.1. These will be made available in machine-readable format. Using the database,
we will also produce benchmark datasets (Section 2.3.4) and report cards (Section 2.3.5).

• Policy Trees As described in Section 2.2, working groups will create unified policy trees
for four domains: health, elections, climate change, and intergroup conflict.
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Figure 3: Roadmap of Project Milestones

• Data Intake Processes As described in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, Meedan will develop
automated pipelines to take in published fact-checks and flagged content from user tiplines.

• Software Products As described in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, we will develop both research
prototypes for non-commercial use and commercially supported software-as-a-service for
claim matching and reviewer assistance.

• Software to Support Crowd Task Workflows Software to support crowd workflows, in
some cases powered by natural language processing and other AI tools, will be developed
to support the four stages of claim profile creation (Section 2.4). This software will be made
publicly available for non-commercial use.

• Organization Development One of the key activities for year two will be establishing
the organizational form for WiseDex subsequent to NSF funding. The most likely is either
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a stand-alone nonprofit organization or becoming a project of an existing non-profit orga-
nization or industry consortium. Revenue would come either directly from social media
platforms or indirectly from platforms via one or more commercial trust and safety vendors
who pay licensing fees for use of the claim profiles database or software.

• Education Resources We will develop an online course to help people understand the
work of platform trust and safety teams (see below in Section 9.1) and prepare for jobs on
such teams.

8 Track Alignment

The overarching goal of Track F is to “develop prototype(s) of novel research platforms forming
integrated collection(s) of tools, techniques, and educational materials and programs to support
increased citizen trust in public information of all sorts (health, climate, news, etc.), through more
effectively preventing, mitigating, and adapting to critical threats in our communications sys-
tems.” The WiseDex project will help communication platforms to mitigate one critical threat, the
dissemination of misinformation.

WiseDex will be complementary to other Track F projects that work either to identify misinfor-
mation narratives and sources or projects that develop resilience and resistance to misinformation
in end-users and communities. Misinformation identified through other projects can be a source
for our intake process, as described in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.

In the other direction, information produced as part of our claim profiles may be a useful
resource to other project teams. For example, the casebooks of arguments and evidence links
assembled by expert panels for claim assessment, as described in Section 2.4.4, may be useful to
teams developing misinformation training materials for the general public. As another example,
the keyword search terms that we surface as part of each claim profile may be used to search
for examples or to conduct audits that yield report cards of the kind described in Section 2.3.5,
but specialized to the specific topics of interest to communities served by other project teams. As
described in the Intellectual Property section (11), we will provide royalty-free non-commercial
licenses to the full database of claim profiles.

Finally, other projects that are working with localized communities or training end-users may
lead some people to be interested in an entry path to trust and safety work at social media plat-
forms. WiseDex will provide such a path through paid work, starting with low-level review-
ing tasks and graduating to more complex tasks of searching for misinformation posts not yet
caught by WiseDex (Section 2.4.2) and formulating subtopics that exhibit policy homogeneity (Sec-
tion 2.4.3). As described in Section 9.1, we will also develop a short online course about platform
trust and safety policy making and enforcement, which would help help people prepare for jobs
in the trust and safety industry.

9 Broader Impacts

The most important broader impacts will come directly from the project deliverables. The claim
matcher and reviewer assistant tools, powered by the claim profiles database, will enable faster,
more comprehensive, and more consistent detection of harmful misinformation. That will en-
able platforms to take enforcement actions that reduce the audience that misinformation reaches
and the impact that it has on them, while also reducing false positives that threaten free speech
and create a public backlash against enforcement. The benchmark datasets will help to advance
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development of misinformation detection algorithms and the enforcement report cards will pro-
vide better empirical evidence for policy makers and advocates trying to understand the state of
misinformation detection and enforcement.

9.1 Broadening Participation Plan

This project will contribute to broadening participation in computing in two ways. The first is by
creating a pathway into Trust and Safety work for people who complete our crowdwork tasks.
Some scholars have criticized low-level, highly-structured reviewing tasks for rarely serving as a
stepping-stone to higher level positions in the industry [30; 66]. However, Senior Personnel Loney,
who previously managed platform trust and safety teams, reports hiring many people who had
previously served as reviewers, if they showed a higher level understanding of the policy-making,
detection, and enforcement process of which reviewing is a component. To help open this door,
we will develop an online course that teaches people about key concepts and terminology of the
Trust and Safety industry, including the policy-making process, how engineering teams work with
DevOps teams to enqueue content for human review, and measurements of precision, recall, and
inter-rater reliability. We have experience creating online courses: the PI has a Coursera MOOC
course that more than 50,000 learners have completed. Reviewers who work for 100 hours or
more will be eligible for ten hours of paid time while completing the course. To measure the
success of this course, we will conduct an exit survey asking participants about their interest level
in computing careers, especially in Trust and Safety, and whether the course has increased their
confidence in their ability to pursue such careers.

The second way that we will contribute to broadening participation is through inclusion of
undergraduates in the project. We will recruit from pools that are currently under-represented in
computing. MIT runs the Summer Research Program (MSRP) which seeks to improve the research
enterprise through increased diversity; Senior personnel Rand has supervised students through
this program in previous summers. Senior personnel Zhang runs the DUB summer internship
program for Human Computer Interaction & Design at the University of Washington, which ex-
plicitly seeks broad participation, including members of underrepresented groups. Senior per-
sonnel Mihalcea runs the Girls Encoded initiative aiming to increase the number of women in
computing, which includes the Explore Computer Science Research program for research expe-
riences for underrepresented groups; the Discover CS introductory class to recruit more women
into computing; and the Women in Computing seminar at Michigan. At the University of Michi-
gan, we will hire an intern from either the Bachelor or Master of Science in Information programs;
more than half the students in the HCI tracks in both programs identify as women.

10 Results from Prior NSF Support

Paul Resnick was PI and Amy Zhang was co-PI on the Phase I grant for this project, “NSF Conver-
gence Accelerator Track F: Misinformation Judgments with Public Legitimacy” (2137469, $750,000
for 10/01/2021 - 09/30/2022). Intellectual Merit: This project explored how to create “golden sets”
for misinformation, backed by jury judgments that would be perceived as publicly legitimate,
and how to create a forecasting service that would predict jury judgments. We conducted public
surveys to determine conditions of legitimacy and developed an initial version of the forecast-
ing service before deciding to pivot to the Phase II approach. Broader Impacts: The intention was
that providing a way to make misinformation enforcement decisions that would be perceived as
publicly legitimate would free social media platforms to innovate in their detection procedures,
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leading to improvements in enforcement and reducing the spread of harmful misinformation.
Adam Berinsky is PI and David Rand is co-PI on an NSF-funded project, “Promoting Accurate

Information on Social Media” (FAIN-2047152, $737,381 for 07/01/2021 - 06/30/2023). Intellectual
Merit: This project aims to unify hitherto separate lines of work studying the relationship be-
tween belief in (mis)information and cognitive reflection (typically found by cognitive scientists
to be associated with having more accurate beliefs) versus political knowledge (typically found
by political scientists to be associated with more polarized, rather than more accurate, beliefs).
We are also testing the efficacy of interventions that prompt people to consider accuracy before
sharing news. Broader Impacts: This proposal to help create a bridge between cognitive scientists
and political scientists, who rarely interact despite often studying similar topics.

David Jurgens was PI on an NSF-funded project, “Explainable Recognition of Social Relation-
ships from People’s Linguistic Interactions” (RI-1850221, $174,999 for 3/15/2019 - 3/14/2022).
Intellectual merit: This project investigated social relationships and their impact on language. The
project introduced new NLP methods for recognizing the type of social relationship from inter-
actions and explaining the sociolinguistic cues that signal these relationships. Results from the
project led to seven papers [9; 62; 88; 89; 3; 71; 60]. Broader Impact: This project enabled testing
and extending social science theories about relationships and social organization and developed
new NLP models for recognizing veiled incivility in cases where the linguistic cues violate social
norms for a relationship.

Rada Mihalcea was PI on the NSF-funded grant “RI: Small: Demographic-Aware Lexical
Semantics” (NSF award IIS-1815291, 09/01/2018-08/31/2021, $450,000). This project explores
methods where people-centric information complements language-based information. Intellectual
Merit: We created demographic-aware word representations, and explored the extent to which
they have an impact on certain user groups (e.g., minority vs majority groups). We introduced
a methodology to create simple or compositional demographic word embeddings [26; 82; 81].
We also explored the role played by these representations in downstream tasks, including part-
of-speech tagging and parsing [25], language models [83], and humor generation [24]. Broader
Impacts: The project has had an impact on the performance of NLP applications that make use of
word embeddings, and has positively impacted the performance of such applications on minority
groups.

Scott Hale was PI on “NSF Convergence Accelerator Track F: FACT CHAMP - Fact-checker,
Academic, and Community Collaboration Tools: Combating Hate, Abuse, and Misinformation
with Minority-led Partnerships” (NSF-49100421C0035, $749,974 for 9/15/2021–9/14/2022). Intel-
lectual Merit The team conducted interviews and pilot experiments to understand how to better
support misinformation response effects in Asian-American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) commu-
nities. The team identified misinformation targeting AAPI communities that is off the radar of
mainstream fact-checkers and journalists, built claim matching models in Asian languages, and
supported pilot activities. Broader Impacts AAPI and other minoritized communities are under-
served by current efforts. The project envisioned combinations of human and machine intelligence
to better empower AAPI community organizations working to counter misinformation.

Benji Loney and Veronica Perez-Rosas do not have prior NSF funding.
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